ALDREN Training Workshop: Brussels, 12 Nov. 2018

REHVA Brussels Summit

POLL RESULTS
ALDa To which of these groups of stakeholders would you affiliate your organization or yourself?

- Research - Academia & Industry (including EU level association/federation)
- Standardization
- Industry / Manufacturers (including EU level association/federation)
- Building professionals - designers / specifiers
- Building professionals - facility managers
- Building professionals - installers / contractors
- Building professionals - commissioners
- Building professionals - EU level association/federation
- Property owners, managers and developers (including EU level association/federation)

ALDb How familiar are you with voluntary certification schemes?

- Slightly familiar
- Not at all familiar
- Very familiar
- Moderately familiar
ALDc How familiar are you with the set of EPB Standards generation I (2007)?

- Slightly familiar: 46.4% (13 votes)
- Not at all familiar: 10.7% (3 votes)
- Moderately familiar: 35.7% (10 votes)
- Very familiar: 7.1% (2 votes)

ALDd How familiar are you with the set of EPB Standards generation II (2017)?

- Very familiar: 8.7% (2 votes)
- Slightly familiar: 39.1% (9 votes)
- Moderately familiar: 34.8% (8 votes)
- Not at all familiar: 17.4% (4 votes)
ALD1.1 European Voluntary Certification Scheme (EVCS) is interesting for your current activities?

- Votes: 12 votes
- 60.0% (12 votes)
- 35.0% (7 votes)
- 5.0% (1 vote)
- Yes under some conditions
- Probably no
- Yes sure

ALD1.2 Main market drivers for the European Voluntary Certification Scheme?

- Building Renovation Passport and renovation strategies: 2.3% (3 votes)
- Connection with well-being and financial valuation: 9.1% (3 votes)
- Investments in innovative solutions and technical systems being taken into account in calculation: 22.7% (10 votes)
- Reliable energy (costs) savings: 11.4% (5 votes)
- Comparability: 18.2% (8 votes)
- Reliable calculation methodology: 6.8% (3 votes)
- Other: 29.5% (12 votes)
ALD1.3 Good approach in terms of the relation between the EVCS and the national mandatory EPCs?

- 42.9% (9 votes)
- 57.1% (12 votes)

ALD1.4 Useful for market if the existing voluntary schemes use EPB Standards for energy calculation?

- 42.9% (9 votes)
- 9.5% (2 votes)
- 47.6% (10 votes)

- Probably no
- Yes sure
- Yes under some conditions
ALD1.5 Integrating the EVCS within existing mandatory or voluntary schemes?

- 26.1% (6 votes)
- 26.1% (6 votes)
- 47.8% (11 votes)

- It depends how this integration will affect the renovation process
- Yes the European market would benefit from a harmonized solution based on standards
- No there are already too many schemes and integration is difficult

ALD1.7 Most important indicator for the energy performance of buildings?

- 12.5% (5 votes)
- 33.3% (8 votes)
- 4.2% (1 vote)
- 50.0% (12 votes)

- CO2 emissions
- Primary energy use
- Delivered energy per energy carrier (e.g., electricity, gas, ...)
- Final energy (sum of all carriers and uses)
ALD2.8 The list of Indoor Environmental Quality parameters is appropriate for the market?

- 32.0% (8 votes) - Not sufficient
- 24.0% (6 votes) - No
- 28.0% (7 votes) - Yes
- 12.0% (3 votes) - Uncertain
- 4.0% (1 vote) - Too detailed

ALD2.9 What is missing from the list of Indoor Environmental Quality parameters?

- 28.6% (8 votes) - Acoustic parameters
- 14.3% (4 votes) - Ergonomic parameters
- 14.3% (4 votes) - Indoor Air Quality
- 25.0% (7 votes) - Lighting parameters
- 7.1% (2 votes) - Thermal parameters
- 10.7% (3 votes) - Nothing
ALD2.10 Which financial benefits should be quantified first?

- 50.0% (11 votes)
- 22.7% (5 votes)
- 22.7% (5 votes)
- 4.5% (1 vote)

- Uncertain
- Market value
- Both are important and should be quantified in parallel
- Productivity

ALD2.11 Which financial benefit is more reliable/acceptable?

- 63.6% (14 votes)
- 36.4% (8 votes)

- Financial benefits resulting from improved work performance
- Financial benefits resulting from increased market value/rent etc.
ALD2.12 Market shall accept that energy renovation process supplemented with IEQ measurements?

- Uncertain (4 votes)
- Yes (16 votes)
- No (1 vote)

ALD2.13 Acceptable cost of IEQ measurement in connection with energy renovation?

- <1% of total energy renovation cost (7 votes)
- <10% of total energy renovation cost (7 votes)
- Irrelevant still as low as possible (7 votes)
ALD2.14 ALDREN BRP proposal could be an interesting tool in terms of increased market success?

- 35.0% (7 votes) - Yes
- 65.0% (13 votes) - Uncertain

ALD2.17 Which information would you like to have in the ALDREN BRP cover?

- 65.2% (15 votes) - A general overview on building data with no more than 10 indicators (both technical and non-technical)
- 34.8% (8 votes) - Few indicators per each topic presented to have a clear picture of the building's performance
ALD2.18 Are you interested to provide a pilot building (office, hotels) for ALDREN procedure testing?

- **60.0% (12 votes)**: Yes, I'm interested to be a tester of the whole process with the support of the project consortium.
- **30.0% (6 votes)**: Yes, I'm interested only in specific aspects.
- **10.0% (2 votes)**: No, I'm not interested.

RightMile owns.